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Abstract
The intention of this project is to make it easier for people without reliable access to electricity to
implement their own sources of electrical generation. The ability to simulate different sources of
generation allows people in need to find what source of generation will most properly meet their
electricity needs. The goal of this project was to provide a wind or water flow profile from any
area in the world and output a corresponding amount of power that would be expected from a
small-scale wind or hydro generator. Due to difficulties with the microcontroller and incorrect
sizing of components, this project has limited function as a simulator yet. However, the
measurements taken from the current design provide useful data for future groups. Improvements
that need to be made to this project in the future are as follows: better mechanical coupling
between generator and motor, better sizing of either DC-DC converter or generator output
voltage to allow for larger range of output, and better selection of microcontroller or control
method in order to work properly with the DC drive.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

Renewable energy solutions are becoming more and more of a trend in the United States
as well as other countries. However, there are still millions of people without access to a reliable
grid and do not have electricity provided to their homes. Approximately 1.2 billion people, or
16% of the world population, do not have access to electricity as of late 2017 [1]. In 2015 Africa
had very little electricity; 57% of the country had no access to electricity. Focusing even further,
about 7 in 10 people in the Sub Saharan area of Africa do not have access to electricity. The
afflicted areas in Africa are mainly rural areas that do not have the luxury of a reliable electrical
grid [2].

Figure 1-1: Statistics of Countries Needing Electricity [2]
Current solutions that are being implemented are the utilization of renewable sources of
generation, such as solar energy or hydroelectric energy, to provide power to areas with no
access to an electrical grid. As shown in Figure 1-2, only 10% of energy consumed comes from
renewable sources in the United States. However, there is currently no solution that provides
complete information on whether implementing a certain renewable source is viable or not. The
DC House solution will not only provide a new method of utilizing power generated from
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renewable sources, but will be also help decide on viable renewable sources in the areas in need
of electricity.

Figure 1-2: U.S. Energy Consumption Chart [3]
The Wind Water Generator Simulator is a subset project of the DC house project [4], a
project that was started in order to generate DC energy and use that energy to power a house
without the use of any AC electricity. The primary motivation of the DC House project is to
electrically provide for people living in rural or small areas that do not have access to electricity.
Solutions that have been implemented in the DC House include renewable energy sources such
as solar or human-powered generators. These energy solutions utilize a technology called the
MISO (multiple input single output) converter. This technology allows multiple inputs from
several energy sources to be combined to a single output, which would feed a DC bus to the DC
house. Currently the DC House prototypes have been constructed in some areas of Indonesia and
in the Philippines as well as in San Luis Obispo, California where students could perform
experiments and tests to improve the current DC House technology.
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Chapter 2. Background

As previously discussed in Chapter 1, the issue at hand is the lack of electricity in rural
areas or third world countries such as those in Africa. Such lack of electricity causes living
conditions to be unideal. No heating, air conditioning, or lighting are just some of the conditions
that people with no electricity have to live in. Simple daily tasks, such as microwaving food,
charging a cell phone or even turning on a lamp, are close to impossible. These harsh conditions
make it hard to live in and in some cases cause life threatening conditions.
The DC house provides a way of electrically providing simple needs through efficient
and flexible use of renewable energy sources such as solar energy. By doing so, greenhouse gas
emissions will be reduced and electricity will be provided effectively in the areas that have a DC
House. In order to demonstrate the basic operation and functionality of the DC House system,
several DC House prototypes have been constructed in Indonesia, Philippines, and the U.S. (Cal
Poly). One major challenge in effectively exhibiting the flexibility of a DC House system is the
multiple renewable energy sources that should be connected to the DC house to provide the
power. Two sources in particular are the wind generator and hydro power generator due to their
cost and physical size. In addition, both wind and hydro power generations are limited in terms
of their potential in locations around the world, unlike the solar power. Even if these generators
are installed for the DC house prototype, there is no guarantee that wind will blow or that there
will be enough of a water stream to generate power when demonstration of the DC house
prototype is taking place.
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To overcome the aforementioned problem, this project aims to provide, design, and construct a
hydro/wind power generator simulator. With the simulator, we could perform demonstration as
well as testing of the DC house operation and functionality without the need to install the actual
hydro and wind power generators.
There are currently many methods in use to predict the power that will be generated from
the use of solar panels, but solar panels are not the only accessible sources of renewable energy.
Many areas are much more suited for water turbine generators or wind turbine generators as
opposed to photovoltaic systems. A small village next to a river or stream could cover its entire
electric need through hydro power generation. The same could be said about wind turbine
generation in areas that are consistently windy. Unfortunately, these sources of generation are
harder to simulate and as a result can be riskier to implement.

Figure 2-1: Wind Generator Shown (left), Hydro Power Generator Shown (right)

Currently there are no products on the market that allow simulation of wind or water
energy sources to show how much energy could be produced in a specific area. However, there
are past senior projects that have developed similar systems that generate power for the DC
house. For examples, senior projects entitled “Hydro-Electric Generation System for the DC
House Project” by Dennis Kwan and Mitchel Krug [5], and “Wind and Hydroelectric Power
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Simulation for the DC House Project” by Randy Lormand and Christopher Goloskie [6]. The
latter being similar to this senior project. However, the new design will be more compact for
travel purposes, aim to be more efficient, more accurate in simulation, as well as cheaper to
build. In addition, we intend to implement an additional component, a microcontroller that will
be able to accept user input in the form data file that will allow us to simulate a wind or water
flow profile from anywhere in the world.
To summarize, the goal of this senior project is to design and implement a Wind and
Hydro Power Simulators that will enable us to demonstrate the operation and functionality of the
DC House system. In addition, the simulators will serve as a convenient testing tool that allows
user to simulate wind or hydro power generation data from any place on earth by simply
providing the necessary data file to the proposed simulators.
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Chapter 3. Design Requirements

The overall requirement of this project is to input a wind or water flow profile in the form
of a data file such as Excel or MATLAB into a wind/hydro power simulator and output usable
power to the DC House. The Level 0 Block Diagram of the proposed system can be seen in
Figure 3-1.

Figure 3-1: Level 0 Block Diagram

A more detailed representation of the proposed system is shown by its Level 1 Block
Diagram depicted in Figure 3-2. The basic design will utilize a laptop or PC or any computing
device, a microcontroller, an adjustable speed drive, a motor coupled to a generator, and a DCDC converter. Once data of a generation profile for hydro or wind generation is fed into the
microcontroller, the data will be processed and the microcontroller will communicate to the DC
drive the proper voltage to output to the motor that will in turn run the generator to provide
proper power output to follow the desired wind or water profile. This output power may have to
be scaled down due to the limited component sizing. The produced output power will then go
through the DC-DC converter to match the voltage to that required by the load (24VDC nominal
for the DC House).
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Figure 3-2: Level 1 Block Diagram

The microcontroller will be pre-programmed for the system so that a user will have a
simple interface to upload the data file containing the wind or hydro power generation profile.
Another key requirement for the microcontroller is to be able to provide control signals to adjust
the speed of the DC motor through the adjustable speed drive. The motor will then drive a DC
generator that supplies the power following the generation profile provided in the user’s data file.

Technical Design Requirements
The input to power the DC motor drive shall be 120Vac in order to be easily powered
from any outlet. The DC drive will provide the input voltage to the motor. The motor in turn
drives a DC generator, which has a maximum output power of around 300W, but will be limited
to 150W to account for the 187W rating of the DC motor. This output power level is chosen to
match a small-scale wind or power generator typically used in the DC House system. Since the
output of the generator has to go through a power converter before being used by the load, the
DC-DC converter must be sized for at least 150W.
For the enclosure, the proposed system will be housed in approximately a 1’x2’x1’ box
with thickness of 1” around the sides. There are 2 air lines in the back of the enclosure that will
serve as air ventilation for heat generated by the electrical components of the simulator. The
material used for the box must be sturdy enough to withstand the weight of all the components as
well as the vibration caused by the motor. It must also be able to withstand exposure to animals
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as well as the elements to some extent, as it will be housed in the DC house, which is not
completely insulated from outside conditions. The enclosure should also include two holes in
the front for monitoring different system parameter readings from the simulator.

Table 3-1: System Components Electrical Input and Output Requirements
Required
Input

Required Output

DC Drive

120VAC
@60Hz

1/3HP or 250W

DC drive typically requires AC input of
120VAC @60Hz

DC Motor

100VDC

100VDC at 1/4HP

Output power needs to be within power
rating of the DC Drive

DC
Generator

Up to
100VDC

>150W@24VDC

Input to the Multiple Input Single Output
Converter to DC House is 24VDC. The
150W is to match the motor output power

DC-DC
Converter

100VDC

>250W @24VDC

Must be able to maintain 24V at maximum
power of 150W

Device

Justification

Table 3-2: Device Housing Requirements
Requirements

Justification

Dimensions 1’x 2’x1’

The case must be able to fit the hardware and all electrical
components.

Support the weight of the
device

Case must be sturdy enough to contain the device without
breaking.

Ventilation/Cooling

System must include ventilation to cool off the device and for
safety in case of system overheating.

Openings for speed drive

Casing must be able to give easy access to speed drive in order to
manually adjust RPM
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External Protection

Casing must be able to shield device from external objects and
conditions such as heavy rain or wind.

Figures 3-3 through 3-5 below show the preliminary drawings for the enclosure of the proposed
system.

Figure 3-3: Front view of the enclosure

Figure 3-4: Isometric view of the enclosure
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Figure 3-5: Side view of the enclosure
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Chapter 4: Design and Simulation Results

Solution Statement
Our goal is to provide a means to ensure that the right type of renewable generation is
being used at every location. To help achieve that we are building a ¼ Horsepower Hydro and
Wind Generation Simulator. The ¼ Horsepower Hydro and Wind Simulator is a technology that
extends the current technology of wind and hydroelectric generators. This technology builds
upon these renewable sources of generators to not only serve as a source of DC generation, but to
simulate real-time values of generation in other locations. Previously, a senior project called the
“Wind and Hydroelectric Power Simulation for the DC House Project” was developed in 2013
by Randy Lomand and Christopher Goloskie. The Lomand, Goloskie project did not focus on
real-time simulation and only simulated specific loads. The new ¼ Horsepower Hydro and Wind
Simulator that is currently being developed will improve the simulation by being able to input a
load profile from the computer to the Arduino Uno microcontroller and as a result give an
accurate simulation of what the expected amount of wind or hydro energy generation at each
location is over a certain period of time.

Figure 4-1: Block Diagram
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Table 4-1: Bill of Materials
Part

Count Description

Microcontroller

1 Arduino Uno R3

Part Number

Manufacturer

Price

A000066

Arduino

22

AP7402

Baldor

499

232512161551 TTech

55.95

90V, 1.4HP, 3425RPM

DC Motor*

1 Industrial DC Motor
12/24V DC Permanent

DC Generator

1 Magnet Generator
90/180Vdc, 1/8 to 1/2 HP

Automation

DC Drive

1 DC Drive

GSD4-240-5C

Direct

DC/DC Boost Converter*

1 12-24V Boost Converter

RC122410

RCNUN
Total

71
9.85
657.80

* Indicates that these parts were
provided by the EE department

Selection of components for the ¼ Horsepower Hydro and Wind Generation Simulator include
the GSD4-240-5C DC Drive, Baldor Industrial DC Motor, Ttech 12/24V DC Generator, Arduino
Uno R3 Microcontroller, and RCNUN DC/DC Boost Converter.

GSD4-240-5C DC Drive
The GSD4-240-5C is the DC motor drive chosen for this design. The drive takes a
nominal input voltage of 120/240 Vac and has a nominal output voltage of 0-90/180Vdc at
Horsepower rating of ⅛ to ½ horsepower. These specifications are necessary to drive the motor
we were given with an input voltage rating of up to 90 Vdc, and a horsepower rating of ¼
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Horsepower. It is also crucial to the design of our project that this DC drive can take a 0-10Vdc
analog control signal as an input to control the output voltage of the drive.

Figure 4-2: GSD4-240-5C DC Drive

Baldor DC Motor
The Baldor Industrial DC Motor has a rated 90Vdc input, and a rating of ¼ Horsepower.
While the initial plan was to use a motor with a ⅓ rated Horsepower, the Baldor Industrial Motor
was the choice for motor because of its capability of producing output at higher speeds. Most ⅓
Horsepower rated motors are rated at 1725 RPM. However, the Baldor Industrial Motor is rated
for up to 3450 RPM, which is necessary to produce a higher output on the generator.
Additionally, this motor was already in use by the EE department and was readily available for
use in our project.
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Figure 4-3: Baldor DC Motor
Ttech 12/24V DC Generator
The Ttech 12/24V DC Generator was selected due to its ability to output a 12V input as
well as its ability to output 350W. The motor is only rated at ¼ horsepower (or about 185W), so
the generator would never be the limiting factor in power generation. The only difficulty with
the generator was that it was not the same height as the Baldor DC Motor. This was easily
resolved by mounting the generator to offset the height difference from the Baldor DC Motor.
the height of the generator to meet the height of the Baldor DC Motor.

Figure 4-4: Ttech 12/24V DC Generator
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Arduino Uno R3 Microcontroller
The Arduino Uno R3 Microcontroller was selected due to its simplicity and compactness.
The Uno’s size helps keep the overall size of the system low. The Arduino also has a 5V output
voltage that can be pulsed and subsequently filtered with a low-pass filter to output 0-5V. This 05V signal is used to control the DC drive. There was some consideration put into using an
amplifier to be able to control the DC drive with a 0-10V signal in order to get a full output range
from the DC drive. However, it was found in testing that through manipulation of the settings of
the DC drive it is possible to get a full 0-90V output range from the drive with a 0-5V input
signal. In addition, the Arduino Uno’s development software is much easier to work with than
other known microcontroller developers.

Figure 4-5: Arduino Uno R3 Microcontroller

Tobson DC/DC Boost Converter
The Tobson 12 to 24V DC/DC Boost Converter has an 8-16V input range and outputs
24V at 10A. This means that the converter can handle 240W, which is well above the 185W
rating of the Baldor DC Motor. This model was particularly chosen because of its easy input and
output wiring and an enclosure on the circuit itself, keeping the electronics safe.
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Figure 4-6: Tobson DC/DC Boost Converter

Figure 4-7: Circuit Schematic of System

The circuit diagram shown above shows the correct wiring setup for the components as a
complete system. The difference in this system is the computer to Arduino Uno Microcontroller
input as stated in the solution statement.
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Chapter 5: Hardware Tests and Results

The first step of the design process after creating the block diagrams and technical design
requirements is to characterize the DC Motor, DC Generator, and DC Drive before connecting
all the devices together.
No-Load Motor Test Using Tachometer
The speed of the DC Motor in relationship to its input voltage was tested to determine the
minimum speed in RPM at which the motor starts and the maximum speed in RPM, when the
motor is receiving its maximum input of 90VDC. This test utilizes a power supply for the input
voltage of the motor and a non-contact tachometer to measure the output speed of the motor in
RPM. The rated voltage of the DC Motor, 90V, corresponds with a speed of 3625 RPM. The
minimum voltage needed to start the motor is about 1V. The slope of speed vs. voltage is 40.4
RPM/volt.

Figure 5-1: No Load Test Results of Motor Measuring Speed in RPM vs Voltage
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Table 5-1: No Load Test Results of Motor Using Tachometer
Speed
Voltage (V)
(RPM)
0
0
10
385
20
787
30
1191
40
1595
50
2000
60
2403
70
2811
80
3215
90
3625

No-Load Motor Test Using Dynamometer
Similarly to the first test run above, the speed of the motor was measured with no load.
However, for more accurate measurement we used a dynamometer to measure the speed of the
motor with given input voltage running from the power supply. By running the test using a
dynamometer and a tachometer we could see the similarities and data and double check for
accuracy. The maximum speed obtained of the motor is 3592 RPM according to the
dynamometer.
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Table 5-2: No Load Test Results of Motor Using Dynamometer
Voltage
Speed (RPM)
(V)
0
0
10
375
20
777
30
1177
40
1580
50
1982
60
2386
70
2789
80
3190
90
3592

Figure 5-2: No Load Test of Motor using Dynamometer showing Speed in RPM vs Voltage

Motor + Load (Torque) Test
The following formula is used to calculate power given torque and speed of the motor when
characterizing the motor. This formula was manipulated to find the maximum torque or
maximum load for the motor.
𝑃(𝑤) = 1.184 × 10−2 × 𝑛(𝑟𝑝𝑚) × 𝑇(𝑙𝑏 − 𝑖𝑛)
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The maximum torque value is 4.57lb-in. From the maximum torque value, the 20%, 40 %, 60%,
and 80% torque values were calculated. They are 0.91 lb-in, 1.83lb-in, 2.74lb-in, and 3.65lb-in
respectively. To add, the maximum torque value could not be tested at due to reaching the motor
reaching its current limit before applying full load.

Figure 5-3: % Load of Maximum Speed vs Voltage for Load Test on Motor

No-Load Motor + Gen Test
The Motor and Generator were tested together as one system without any load in order to
test if the generator outputs would be compatible with the Tobson Boost Converter. The motor
and generator were tested from 0V to 75V input due to the output reaching its rated voltage of
24V. This data showed that, given the Tobson’s input voltage range of 8-16V, the DC motor
cannot have an input voltage higher than 50V to avoid damaging the boost converter when there
is no load present.
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Table 5-3: Data Showing Motor and Generator Characteristics with No Load
Output
Input Voltage (V)
Voltage (V)
0
0
5
1.34
10
2.87
15
4.42
20
5.98
25
7.51
30
9.06
35
10.58
40
12.1
45
13.64
50
15.18
55
16.69
60
18.20
65
19.71
70
21.24
75
22.73

Figure 5-4: Input/Output Voltage Characteristics for Motor and Generator at No Load

Motor + Gen + Load (Resistance via Electronic Load) Test
To test the motor and generator with a given load, we used the BK Precision 8540 150W
DC Electronic Load in order to apply a resistive load to the generator. The data was collected by
keeping the input voltage constant and varying the load to obtain 25W, 50W, 75W, and 100W
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with its given output voltage. Unfortunately, the test showed that lowest input voltage that will
be able to ensure that the boost converter will work consistently is 40V. Combined with the
results from the last test we know that the input voltage range for this project is 40-50V.

Table 5-4: Input/Output Voltage Characteristics for Motor and Generator with Load
25W
50W
75W
100W
Vout
Vin (V)
Vin (V) Vout (V) Vin (V) Vout (V) Vin (V) Vout (V)
(V)
40
9.6
50
11.01
60
12.9
80
19.55
50
13.04
60
14.75
70
17.32
60
16.17
70
18.59
80
20.75
70
19.73
80
21.8
80
22.8

Figure 5-5: Input/Output Voltage Characteristics for Motor and Generator with Load

Potentiometer Results
There are 10 numbers on the potentiometer dial that will correspond with a given motor
input voltage. The voltage corresponding to each potentiometer position is shown in Table 5-5.
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Table 5-5: Output Voltage vs. Potentiometer Position
Potentiometer
Position
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Output Voltage(V)
N/A
N/A
N/A
11.1
17.89
26.99
36.88
45.7
56
63
64.3

Enclosure Design Results
The enclosure of the Wind Water Simulator was built using:
● 1x

0.483 in. x 23.75 in. x47.75 in MDF Wood

● 4x

1-½ in. Broad Hinge

● 1x

1-¼ in. Colonial Knob

● 4x

8-32x ½ in. Nuts

● 12x

8-32 ¾ in. Screws

● 10x

8-32 1 ¼ in. Screws

● 1x

Magnet Attachment

● 2x

2 in. Barrel Bolts

● 1x

18x24 in. Acrylic Sheet

● 1x

½ x9x24 in. Particle Board
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The first step to building the enclosure was to measure all the dimensions. The length and
width of the existing boards that the mounted generator and motor were originally built on were
measured and the ½ x9x24in particle board was cut to size to form a base to mount the existing
boards. This would ensure that the motor and generator would be held firmly in place and
maintain stable coupling.

Figure 5-6: System Enclosure

The enclosure was first designed to be a box completely enclosing the electronic
components. However, after careful consideration the capability of having a box that could easily
be opened was desirable so that future improvements could be made.
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The back of the enclosure is approximately 24 inches wide and 9 inches tall. These
measurements were chosen to give plenty of extra space in the box so that air can circulate and
keep all components cool.

Figure 5-7: Side of Enclosure

The sides of the enclosure are approximately 9 inches tall and 10 inches wide. One side
has two holes drilled in it for the output of the boost converter and the AC adapter plug for
power.
The front of the enclosure was designed to open in order to make it easier to make future
adjustments to the overall system. To achieve this, two hinges were attached from the base of the
enclosure to the bottom of the front panel of the enclosure. Two barrel bolts were attached to the
top of the front panel to ensure that it will stay closed when in use. Additionally, a magnetic strip
was placed at the top of the panel to keep the top of the enclosure closed.
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Figure 5-8: Top of Enclosure

An acrylic sheet was used for the top of the enclosure so that the system can be
monitored while in use. The sheet was cut to fit the top of the enclosure and has a magnet
attached to the bottom of the knob that connects to the magnet on the front panel so that the box
can be closed. Two more hinges were used to connect the back panel and the top acrylic sheet in
order to allow the top of the enclosure to open fully. This ensures maximum room for testing and
future improvements that need to be made.
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Chapter 6: Conclusion
The goal of the Wind Water Simulator is to simulate wind and hydroelectric power
generation through an excel input given to the microcontroller. However, due to failure of the
DC drive at a critical time in the quarter, the microcontroller was not able to be interfaced with
the DC drive and as a result the simulator has limited functions. Additionally, there are problems
with the shaft coupling between the motor and generator, as well as components that will need to
be resized.
The plan for the microcontroller was to use a 0-5Vdc control signal from an Arduino Uno
to control the DC motor drive. Testing the DC drive with a 0-5V input from a power supply was
a success; as was creating a 0-5V control signal with the Arduino using PWM and a low-pass
filter. However, when attempting to interface the Arduino with the DC drive, the DC drive was
not driving the motor continuously. The same problem was encountered when outputting a
constant 5V from the Arduino to the DC drive, so it is likely that the problem has to do with the
Arduino, not the method of control. Unfortunately, while attempting to investigate this issue, we
burned the DC drive we were using. Luckily, we had one extra DC drive, but the failure of the
first DC drive occurred late in the quarter so we were unable to order another DC drive to act as
a backup. Therefore, a potentiometer was used to replace the Arduino as the method to control
the DC drive. Possible solutions to the microcontroller problem are as follows: use a voltage
follower as a buffer between the Arduino and the DC drive, use a different microcontroller, or
use a different method of control. Possible methods for troubleshooting what went wrong with
the Arduino are observing the waveform of the control signal using an oscilloscope or generating
a square wave with the function generator and attempting to use that as a control signal.
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A mechanical problem with the motor and generator is the shaft coupling. Although the
motor and generator are mounted securely, their coupling became loose after running the system
a few times. Every time the motor and generator run, the shaft connection becomes more loose.
This is most likely because the motor and generator were not firmly pressed together when
mounted, so the coupler has room to move around when running. Additionally, the shaft of the
generator was too small for the coupler, so the connection between the generator shaft and the
coupler is not very secure. In order to fix this problem, the eight screws that are drilled in to the
common base on the two boards need to be removed. Then the motor and generator need to be
recoupled for better connection and remounted. For better stability, more screws may need to be
drilled. If this does not resolve the issue, either a new coupler will need to be selected for the
generator, or the shaft of the generator will have to be modified to accommodate the size of the
coupler.
After running multiple motor and generator tests, it is evident that there is not a large
range of power output. In order to ensure that output voltage stays between 8-16V, the input
voltage can only range from about 40 to 50 volts. This is a very small range and does not result
in a large range of power output, making it difficult to simulate different output powers of either
wind or hydro generators. This voltage range can only supply from 0 to about 60W, which is
only a third of what the motor is rated for, and 20% of what the generator is rated for. From this
data it is evident that the components of this system need to be chosen more carefully. First, a
DC-DC converter with a higher input range would drastically increase the range of output power.
Alternatively, a generator that is rated for 12V, instead of 24V, would not have the same problem
of generating a voltage higher than the rating of the DC-DC converter used in this project. It is
also highly advised to choose a generator that is from a reliable source and has a datasheet. The
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generator used for this project was chosen because of its low price, but at the cost of having little
to not data available on the generator. This caused many difficulties during the project.
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Appendix
Analysis of Senior Project Design
Project Title: Wind Water Simulator
Student’s Name: Michael Djaja
Student’s Name: Christopher Rotsios

Student’s Signature:
Student’s Signature:

Advisor’s Name: Taufik

Advisor’s Initials

Date:

1. Summary of Functional Requirements:
a. The system currently generates power through a DC/DC Boost converter at a
minimum of 43 watts to a maximum of 60 watts with the use of a
potentiometer.
2. Primary Constraints:
a. Difficulties associated with the project include using a low powered
microcontroller to send a signal to the DC Drive. Due to this circumstance the
motor pulses and does not rotate its shaft constantly.
b. Shaft coupling needs to be recoupled for better connection.
c. Resize the current components and obtain new components for maximum
power output.
3. Economic:
a. What will impact the result?
i.
Human Capital: The development of the Wind Water Simulator may
create jobs in engineering, manufacturing, sales, and marketing.
ii.
Financial Capital: The Wind Water Simulator will introduce a new market
and will sell due to the growing industry of renewable devices.
iii.
Natural capital: The Wind Water Simulator will use mainly electronic
components such as a microcontroller or adjustable speed drive. These
parts would be difficult to dispose of due to the many materials used to
make them.
iv. Costs: The Wind Water Simulator is estimated to cost approximately
$250 to make and about $1000 to sell. See bill of materials above for
corresponding prices. The product would hit the market at the end of
spring and the prices may change by then.
4. If Manufactured on a Commercial Basis:
a. Estimated number of devices sold per year: 500
b. Estimated manufacturing cost for each device: $250
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c. Estimated purchase price for each unit: The estimated purchase price for each
unit would be $1000
d. Estimated profit per year: $250,000
e. Estimated Cost for User to operate device: $0
5. Environmental:
a. The environmental impacts could occur when a component breaks down. Due to
each component being made up of several materials such as silicon or different
metals. Disposing of the components may cause a harmful buildup and harm the
nearby people, animals or land.
6. Manufacturability:
a. Manufacturing the Wind Water Simulator device will be complex due to the size
of the project. While the assembly is relatively simple, the encasing of the
product will be hard to create and manufacture.
7. Sustainability:
a. Describe any issues or challenges associated with maintaining the completed
device.
i.
An issue with maintaining the simulator would be to check the DC Drive
often and make sure there are no loose connections. The DC Drive itself is
not enclosed, but is open-framed therefore would need extra care.
b. Describe how the product impacts the sustainable use of resources.
i.
The components for the Wind Water Simulator need to be carefully
maintained and properly manufactured. The casing of the product needs
to be taken care of as well since it is wood. Wood would be able to take
care of most scenarios to protect the electronics inside, but it is still
flammable.
c. Describe any upgrades that would improve the design of the project.
i.
An upgrade would be to use a microcontroller that would be able to send
an analog signal of up to 10V because the DC Drive can accept a 10V
analog signal.
ii.
An upgrade that would improve the design of the project would be to
enable a wireless capability so that maintenance on the product could be
checked wirelessly.
d. Describe any issues or challenges associated with upgrading the design.
i.
The challenge to use a different microcontroller to send a signal to the DC
Drive and control the motor.
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ii.

The challenges in upgrading the design of the product by adding a
wireless option would be to see if there is any room on the Arduino Uno
to support a wireless transmitter and receiver.

8. Ethics:
a. An ethical implication of this product is the benefit of simulating before buying a
renewable energy device. The negative implication would be that there are
components such as the battery that need to eventually be replaced, therefore
recycling the components carefully or risk harming the environment with
unknown materials.
9. Health and Safety:
a. A safety concern with the Wind Water Simulator would be with the AC
connection to the DC Drive. In order to be safe, double check everything is
grounded and connected properly.
b. Another safety concern is to keep all hands and physical objects away from the
motor and generator shaft when they are running.
10. Social and Political:
a. Social and Political Issues with this design or use for the Wind Water Simulator
are reliable as well as economical. Using the Wind Water Simulator will benefit
the public by using renewable energy devices in the most suitable locations or
benefit utility companies by placing renewable energy devices that would
generate the most electricity.
11. Development:
a. For the development of the product it was necessary to learn how a DC Drive
operates and how its Pot Trim capability works.
b. While we were testing the capability of the Arduino Uno Microcontroller it was
necessary to use C programming language in order to control the DC Drive.
c. Measurement techniques to build the box and cut the box were learned to
develop the casing of the product.
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Timeline of Tasks and Milestones

Bill of Materials:
Part

Count Description

Part Number

Manufacturer

Price

Microcontroller

1 Arduino Uno R3

A000066

Arduino

22

DC Motor*

90V, 1.4HP, 3425RPM
1 Industrial DC Motor

AP7402

Baldor

499

DC Generator

12/24V DC Permanent
1 Magnet Generator

232512161551 TTech

55.95

DC Drive

90/180Vdc, 1/8 to 1/2 HP
1 DC Drive
GSD4-240-5C

Automation
Direct

71
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DC/DC Boost Converter*

1 12-24V Boost Converter

RC122410

RCNUN
Total

9.85
657.80

* Indicates that these parts were
provided by the EE department
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